Woven composite materials are receiving particular attention in a wide range of specialized aeronautical applications. Reliable numerical prediction tools based on computational modeling are required to quantitatively characterize the role of the microstructure and damage mechanisms at the mesoscale. In this paper, such a computational strategy is illustrated on a generic SiC/SiC plain weave composite with chemical vapor infiltrated matrix. Matrix and tows damage mechanisms are respectively introduced through the use of an anisotropic damage model, and an homogenized model based on a micromechanical model on the fiber scale. The latter is presented in this paper for the first time. Particular attention is paid to the generation of accurate hexahedral meshes, compatible at the tow-tow and tow-matrix interfaces. The mesh quality is analyzed using an error estimator variable based on the strain energy density. Damage predictions obtained using tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes are compared for basic loading cases, illustrating the need for using high quality meshes in the growing community of woven composites computational modeling.
Introduction 2
it was concluded that none of the programs at their current state of development was able to pro-
23
vide a complete generalized capability to model a CMC. Moreover, there was a lack of consistency 24 in generating well-conditioned finite element meshes of the tows and matrix since interpenetrations 25 between the meshes were generated. A solution often adopted, mainly in the modeling of polymer 26 matrix composites, is to insert a thin matrix layer between all yarns [8, 10, 11, 12] , in order to create 27 independent yarn surfaces. These surfaces and the enclosed can be easily meshed using automated 28 meshing tools. However, the thin matrix layers cause either bad quality elements or a very fine 29 mesh size within the layers, and a reduction of the fiber volume fraction that does not correspond 30 
3
to reality. FE meshes without these artificial matrix layers have been created up to now only for 1 some specific idealized geometries Woo-CS-1997,Kuhn-JCM-1999. A very flexible method to mesh 2 complex geometries and more and more adopted to avoid problems of interpenetration, especially 3 in case of complex preforms, is the voxel method [13] . The main advantage of this method lies in 4 its simplicity since the meshing can be carried out in few operations whatever is the complexity of 5 the geometry. However, it can provide an extremely rough and mesh-dependent representation of 6 local stress and strain fields, especially at material interfaces, leading to bad predictions of damage overall response of the material could be obtained, however, their specificities could not be taken 21 into account.
22
Another contribution is the one of Couégnat et al. [15] who proposed a multiscale model for the 23 mechanical characterization of woven ceramic composite materials based on a physical description 24 of the reinforcement, the properties of the constituents and their damage mechanics for the deriva- interpenetration. Additional interesting contributions can be found in [9] .
7
The purpose of this paper is to present a strategy for the mesoscale modeling of woven ceramic 
Geometrical modeling on the mesoscale

17
The proposed procedure is composed of two main parts. The first part concerns the geometrical 18 modeling of the RVE of a CVI textile structure, and it was developed within the CATIA V5 is assumed that the geometry of the reinforcement does not change after the matrix infiltration. Second, the matrix has a constant thickness all over the reinforcement. These hypothesis are
10
clear limitations of the current model, but more realistic hypothesis could be made
11
(see e.g. [18] ) and more involved technics could be used (see e.g. [19] ) while still using 
Finite Element Discretization
22
In the second step of the procedure the parts generated in CATIA V5 are imported in Abaqus Each mesh is generated in such a way that periodic boundary conditions can be easily applied using Then, each node lying on the slave surface is moved to satisfy compatibility with the closest node 17 on the master surface. This procedure is applied to all the interacting regions in the RVE. Then,
18
all the discretized matrix layers are merged using available Abaqus tools to have a better repre-
19
sentation of the complete matrix of the RVE. Thus, a single instance is generated for the matrix.
20
The yarns are instead kept as independent parts, thus being able to interact with the other parts 21 of the RVE using, for instance, tie constraints or cohesive laws, i.e. cohesive elements or cohesive surface interactions [20] . The mesh quality of the RVE is estimated using an error estimator out-23 put variable based on the strain energy density. It was selected between the set of error indicator 24 output variables provided by Abaqus/Standard for the whole element [20] . These error indicator 25 output variables are computed through the patch recovery technique of Zienkiewicz and Zhu [22] .
26
The finite element model of the RVE of a plain textile architecture obtained using the proposed 27 procedure is shown in Figure 3 . within the tows (also referred to as debonding). Three main steps can be distinguished during 6 matrix cracking [23, 24] . First, cracks initiate at the inter-yarn macropores where stress concen- which can break statically, or in static or cyclic fatigue, depending on the loading [25, 26] . In the 10 proposed damage model intra-yarn transversal cracking is taken into account by using a damage 11 model similar to the one proposed at LMT-Cachan for laminated composites [27, 28] . Cracks in used on the mesoscale to micromechanical variables such as crack density and crack openings [32] .
16
Fiber breaking is not considered.
17
Note that another potentially important aspect of woven CMCs mechanics is the 18 process-induced residual stresses [33, 34] . However, we do not expect them to be sig-
19
nificant in SiC/SiC composites as the ones studied in this paper, and did not consider 20 them. That could be improved in the future.
21
The material model presented in the next sections is the direct mathematical expres- shown to be extremely reliable to predict material failure [35, 36] . Moreover, it is a mandatory 5 step toward modeling of more localized phenomena based on multi-RVE cells [38] . The matrix is initially isotropic, with Young modulus E m & Poisson ratio ν m . Therefore, its elastic behavior is characterized by the following free enthalpy potential:
with
where denotes the classical engineering, or Voigt, notations [39] . 
Matrix cracking
11
The damage model used for the matrix is built within Ladevèze's anisotropic and unilateral 12 damage theory, introduced in [40] , and revised in [41] . Several models have been derived from this here without unilateral effects (see [47, 48] for more details on that aspect).
18
Thus, the matrix behavior is characterized by the following free enthalpy potential:
where S m is the damage variable-an internal variable in the classical thermodynamic terminology 2 [39, 49] . One initially has S m (t = 0) = E m 0 −1 .
3
The damage is directly oriented by the local mechanical load, through the use of the following 4 thermodynamic force:
where σ + is the classical part of the stress in the classical sense [39] .
6
A scalar thermodynamic force is now defined:
and the damage evolution law finally writes:
where α m is an hardening-like variable, given by:
where σ m 0 & σ m 1 are two material parameters, characterizing the initial & saturation stress levels.
10
Details on the numerical implementation of such anisotropic damage models can be found in 11 [48] . Briefly, the local behavior is solved using a fixed point method, where Aitken's 12 relaxation is used to accelerate convergence. Contrary to most materials models,
13
here the state law is non linear-actually, multi-linear-due to the traction-compression 14 splitting. It is solved using a BFGS quasi-Newton method.
Yarns 1
Because of the frictional sliding at the fiber-matrix interfaces, the internal energy of the loaded 2 yarn is not entirely recoverable through a purely elastic unloading (i.e. an hypothetical unloading 3 where all dissipative phenomena such as the sliding of fibers within the matrix would be forbidden) 4 and is actually composed of the recoverable, or free, energy, and the stored energy [32] :
As a consequence, the total strain will be composed of a recoverable and a residual part:
Instead of a formulation based on energy potentials (which are functions of strain and additional 7 internal variables), we prefer a formulation based on enthalpy potentials, i.e. written in stress. As 8 a consequence, the recoverable strain, which accounts for elastic deformation of fibers and matrix 9 as well as longitudinal cracking of the matrix, will derive from the free enthalpy potential, while the 10 residual strain, which accounts for fibers sliding within the matrix induced by transversal cracking 11 of the matrix, will derive from the stored enthalpy potential.
12
We will always refer to the following material orientation: 1 is the fiber direction; 2 is the in-plane 
with E y 0 
In a first step, the components of E y 0 are computed from the classical rules of mixture:
where 
with E y
The state law simply derives from this potential:
The evolution of the damage variable d 
In a first step, we use the following damage evolution law: Note that the model described here follows the hypothesis that yarns longitudinal the inter-yarn matrix, i.e. where the damage is directed by the load. Actually, in [48] , we introduced damage laws where damage evolution is directed by both the microstructure and the load, the relative influence of each being a model parameter. the approach introduced in [32] and extended in [50] . Let us first consider the 1.5D problem of 5 a single fiber within a cracked matrix, where stress fields are described using the classical shear 6 lag framework [30, 31, 51] . The overall response of the system is given in Figure 4 , as well as the 7 stress fields within the fiber ans matrix at a given state (A). A reel unloading would bring the 8 system back to the state (C), involving some sliding at the fiber-matrix interface. It is interesting 9 to define a purely elastic unloading, where sliding at the fiber-matrix interface would be forbidden.
10
This would bring the system back to the hypothetical state (A ), where only auto-equilibrated 11 stresses remain. Stress fields in such state are also given Figure 4 . We can now clearly define the 12 total strain y,t = (A) , the residual strain y,r = (A ) and the recoverable or purely elastic strain 
18
In order to express the residual strain, let is write it:
where u y,r is the residual displacement associated to a single crack and l y the average distance be- 
where r f is the fiber radius. As for the evolution of l y , using classical Weibull theory, one has:
where L 0 , σ 0 & m are the classical Weibull coefficients.
3
Back to yarn model. In a first step, we take:
where n 1 is the fiber direction, and the evolution of y,r is given by Equations (17), (18) which we take:
The proposed procedure was illustrated on a generic RVE of a plain weave textile architecture 8 subjected to uniaxial tension in the x-direction, see Figure 3 . The material properties and the 9 damage thresholds assumed for the yarns and the matrix are based on the study carried on by 10 Lissart and Lamon [52] who investigated the mechanical properties and statistical parameters of
11
SiC/SiC unidirectional composites fabricated using CVI. They are presented Table 1 . The unit 12 cell edge length is 5.84 mm, and the cross section width and maximum thickness are, respectively, conditions were assigned on the sides of the RVE (as explained in section 2) and tie-constraints 15 were imposed between the interacting parts.
16
Different three-dimensional isoparametric finite elements of Abaqus were compared and evaluated 1 in their suitability to describe the damage initiation and evolution. The attention was restricted 2 to linear finite elements since they are, in general, preferred to quadratic ones when contact inter-3 actions are considered [20] . Moreover, they are less computationally expensive. Neither reduced 4 nor selective integration techniques were used. The first mesh was generated using 8-node lin-5 ear hexahedral elements (C3D8 [20] ). The mesh quality of the RVE was evaluated using Abaqus noting that the mesh density assumed here is much finer than the mesh density commonly used in 10 the literature for similar analyses [9] . The stress-strain curve obtained is shown in Figure 5 . This mechanical behavior, i.e. σ 11 ≈ 60 M P a, for compatible hexahedral meshes are shown in Figure   16 6(a). The most important error is encountered close to the macroporosity where it is on average 17 of 35% over a distance of about 5% the in-plane cell dimension. This is due to the singular stress 18 field at the free edges of the macroporosity. On the other regions the error is always less than 10%.
19
Similar results were obtained using 8-node linear hexahedral incompatible mode elements (C3D8I 20 [20] ). However, C3D8I elements are preferred to C3D8 elements in presence of complex states of 21 bending. Compatible tetrahedral meshes were also considered using 4-node linear tetrahedral ele-22 ments (C3D4 [20] ). The final mesh had approximately the same number of nodes generated using 23 hexahedral compatible meshes. The stress-strain curve obtained overlaps the one obtained using
24
C3D8 elements, see Figure 5 . However, the estimates of the solution error in the strain energy 25 density are much bigger compared to the ones obtained using C3D8 elements, see Figure 6 (b). In 26 most of the regions the error is between 40% and 80%. The error close to the macroporosity is on 27 average of 110% over a distance of about 5% the in-plane cell dimension.
28
Both hexahedral and tetrahedral meshes provide a sequence of damage mechanisms similar to the 29 expected ones for woven CMC subjected to uniaxial tension [24] . First, cracks initiate at the inter-
30
yarn macropore where stress concentrations exist. Inter-yarn matrix damage distribution on the 1 RVE obtained at the end of the analysis using hexahedral compatible meshes is shown in Figure 7 .
2
As expected, matrix damage is mainly concentrated close to the macropore. Then, cracks form in 3 the transverse yarns. Intra-yarn transversal cracking distribution on the RVE obtained at the end 4 of the analysis using hexahedral compatible meshes is shown in Figure 8 . As a consequence of the 5 matrix damage distribution, intra-yarn damage is also mainly concentrated close to the macrop- parts are introduced a cause of the direct influence of the transverse stress fields.
19
It is important to recall that these preliminary results are obtained using (i) an idealized, one see Figure 9 . However, the damage values provided at the integration points are correct, then the 27 problem concerns only the visualization module of Abaqus/CAE . concerning the strain energy density were quite different. This is because only the in-plane stress 16 field is taken into account in the adopted damage models, and not the transverse one which has 17 a major impact on the solution errors of the strain energy density distributions. This is due to parts are introduced. This is a cause of the direct influence of the transverse stress field. 22 We can conclude that the model presented here, though in early stage of development, is already 1 able to reproduce most of the main features of CMCs behavior law. However, an appropriate 2 validation with experimental data available in the literature could not be done at this state of 3 the work. This is because an idealized RVE of a plain weave textile architecture was adopted 4 to facilitate the presentation of the method and to provide guidelines for further developments.
5
Future research will concern the geometrical and mechanical characterization of real RVEs of woven 6 ceramic composites having different preforms, e.g. satin and interlock, and conceived for industrial applications. RVEs of multilayer woven architectures will be also developed, and the effects of 8 nesting in the prediction and propagation of damage will be analyzed. Great attention will be paid 9 to the development and identification of appropriate cohesive interactions between the parts.
10
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